
Fast Compression State Lookup of Internet Packet HeadersBj�orn NordgrenCentre for Distance Spanning Technology, Lule�a University of Technology/Telia Research ABLule�a, S-97187, Swedene-mail: bcn@cdt.luth.seandMikael Sundstr�omCentre for Distance Spanning Technology/Division of Computer Science, Lule�a University ofTechnologyLule�a, S-97187, Swedene-mail: msm@sm.luth.seABSTRACTThe focus of this paper is on the engineering of a work e�cient IPv6 header compressor. We in-troduce a new adaptive data structure, the move-to-root Patricia tree, with favorable propertiesfor this particular application. Considerable e�ort has been devoted to an e�cient implemen-tation in the C programming language, and the incorporation of the data structure with anexisting IPv6 header compression implementation for the NetBSD operating system. Experi-ments performed on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro machine running NetBSD 1.2 show that the datastructure gives extremely fast compression state lookup. Our results indicate that we can per-form lookup on approximately 100,000 headers per second. Assuming an average packet size of125 bytes, this translates into a link capacity of 100 Mbits per second.1. IntroductionIn today's Internet, a widely used method for increasing the bandwidth utilization is headercompression. The header compression algorithm groups packets into ows where the headers ofpackets within a ow are almost identical. It is therefore su�cient to send only a small identi�er ofthe ow, a so called compression identi�er (CID), instead of the whole header.Header compression was originally intended for low speed links where bandwidth limitationguaranteed that the number of simultaneously active ows is very small. However, as new real-time audio applications, where the header is two thirds or more of each packet, gains in popularity,it becomes increasinly interesting to perform header compression over links of higher bandwith.Another reason to use header compression is that, when running IP on top of ATM, small packetswould then �t within a single ATM cell. On links of higher bandwith several hundred ows might beactive simultanously. As the number of ows increases, the e�ciency of the lookup algorithm/datastructure used for the header-to-CID mapping becomes crucial for the overall performance of theheader compressor.From an algorithmic point of view, this might appear to be just a \simple" lookup problem.Nevertheless, there is a number of issues that must be taken into account when designing a datastructure for header compression. The query keys are extremely large; for TCP/IPv4 ows the sizeis 100 bits while the keys resulting from IPv6 tra�c can be an order of magnitude larger. Moreover,the keys are not �xed in size, nor in format. Each packet header must be parsed in order to determinehow it is composed and how large it is. Furthermore, the tra�c patterns at the links where header188



compression will be used varies between such extremes as almost perfect round robin and tra�cdominated by one or very few bursty ows.In this paper we present a new data structure, the move-to-root Patricia tree (MTR Patriciatree), for solving the lookup problem e�ciently and achieve a work e�cient header compressor. Itcombines the adaptive behaviour of the move-to-front list with the fast table lookup supported bythe Patricia tree [4]. Considerable e�ort has been devoted to an e�cient implementation in the Cprogramming language, and the integration of the data structure into the IPv6 header compressorfor the NetBSD operating system by the Networking group at Lule�a University [1, 2, 3]. The MTRPatricia tree will be used also in the Sun Solaris header compressor currently being developed atLule�a University.Experiments performed on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro machine running NetBSD 1.2 are verypromising. Our results indicate that we can perform lookup on approximately 100,000 headers persecond. Assuming an average packet size of 125 bytes, this translates into a link capacity of 100Mbits per second.2. Header CompressionIn this section we will describe those parts of IPv6 header compression that are relevant forunderstanding the lookup problem. For a detailed description of IPv6 header compression, pleaserefer to [2].2.1. Functional DescriptionHeader compression was �rst described and implemented by Van Jacobson [5], who observed thatIP tra�c can be grouped into packet streams or ows. Within such a ow most of the header �eldsof consecutive packets are identical or change in a very predictable manner. With this in mind hedesigned a header compression scheme, which basically works as follows: The compressor (sender)detects new ows and associates each separate ow with a small compression identi�er (CID), whichis currently an 8 bits integer. Headers and the associated CIDs are then stored in a table (such atable entry is referred to as compression state). Assuming that the decompressor (receiver) hasmade the same association between header �elds and CID, the compressor will, for all subsequentpacket headers in a ow, substitute a number of voluminous header �elds with the relatively smallCID. By using the CID recieved for direct addressing in an array, the decompressor retrieves theassociated compression state and reinstalls the header �elds.The compressor is capable of emitting three kinds of headers: regular, full and compressed.Regular headers are sent when, for some reason, the header could not be compressed. A full header,which is a regular header augmented with a CID, is sent to inform the decompressor about theassociation between CID and ow. A compressed header is a header in which a number of �eldshave been taken out and replaced with the CID.Each header is inspected by the compressor in order to determine how to send it. This is achievedby parsing the header to �nd out how it is composed. Depending on its composition, some �eldsare inspected, while other �elds are not. The values from the �elds inspected de�nes the ow, andforms the query key used for the subsequent compression state lookup to determine which CID touse when compressing the header.If the lookup is successful, a compressed header carrying the associated CID is sent. Otherwisethe packet is presumably the �rst in a new ow1. It will thus be installed as new compressionstate and thereby associated with a CID. The compression state previously assigned that CID isoverwritten2. A full header is then sent to notify the decompressor of the new compression state1An incoming header could also, for a number of di�erent reasons, be deemed unsuitable for compression. Whenthis happens no further processing is done and a regular header is sent regardless of the outcome of the lookup.2Since there is no sure way of telling when a ow has ended the obvious solution, and the one used by us, is toreuse the least recently used CID. 189



Figure 1: An UDP/IPv4 header encapsulated within an IPv6 header.associated with that CID.The operation of the decompressor is simple. If it receives a regular header, no action is taken.A compressed header received is decompressed using the compression state associated with the CIDit carries. When a full header is received it is installed as the new compression state associated withthe CID it carries.2.2. Header CompositionA header is a chain of sub-headers starting with either an IPv4 or an IPv6 header. The sub-headers considered for compression includes UDP headers, TCP headers, IPv4 headers, and IPv6base and extension headers.For each header, the chain of sub-headers is parsed by the compressor. Parsing starts by inspect-ing the �rst four bits to determine if the chain begins with an IPv4 header or an IPv6 base header.Every sub-header that can be followed by another sub-header contains an 8 bits Next header �eld,that indicates the type of the following sub-header. In addition, all headers of variable length alsocontains a Header length �eld. For each kind of sub-header, there are certain �elds that contributesto the de�nition of the ow (DEF �elds). The number of bits of DEF �elds inspected usually variesbetween di�erent ows, which means that the keys used for the subsequent table lookup are variablelength. However, the inclusion of next header and length �elds guarantees that the keys are pre�xfree, i.e. no key is a proper pre�x of another key.In Figure 1 we give an example of a UDP/IPv4 header encapsulated within an IPv6 header (theDEF �elds identifying the ows are shaded). The parser starts by inspecting the version �eld ofthe outermost header to determine that the header begins with an IPv6 base header. It will thenproceed to inspect the ow label, next header �eld, source address and destination address. Thenext header �eld will inform the parser that an IPv4 header is coming up next. Hence, the parserproceeds by inspecting the IP version (which, by all means, should be 4) and the protocol, whichidenti�es the next header as a UDP header. The last two �elds in the IPv4 header to be inspectedare the source and destination addresses. Finally, the source and destination ports of the UDPheader are inspected. In this example, the key de�ning the packet stream is approximately 400 bits.190



2.3. Compression State LookupBy Compression State Lookup, we mean the operations performed by the compressor in order todecide whether a packet should be sent with a regular, full, or compressed header. If the decision isto send a compressed header, also to �nd the correct CID to be carried in that header.The cost for compression state lookup clearly depends on the number of CIDs and active ows.Choosing the number of CIDs is a trade-o� between bandwidth utilization on one hand and pro-cessing cost and memory consumption on the other hand. If the number of available CIDs is lessthan the number of active ows, then active ows will be forced out of the table. The followingheader from such a ow will then be regarded as new thus causing a full header to be sent. Thiskind of thrashing will of course drastically reduce the compression gains. On the other hand, usingtoo many CIDs makes the lookup table larger and is likely to slow down the lookup.The original IPv4 header compression scheme was targeted for IPv4/TCP over dial-up linksrunning at speeds of up to 9600 kbit per second. Bandwidth limitation guaranteed that there wouldonly be a small number of ows simultaneously active. Van Jacobson [5] reported never seeing anythrashing using 16 CIDs. With such a small table the algorithm used in the lookup have very littleimpact on overall performance. However, for IPv6 header compression, which deals with largerand more complicated headers and is a likely candidate for links in the megabit area, the lookupalgorithm becomes crucial.Our goal is to engineer a work e�cient header compressor. The cost for the actual compres-sion, after having performed the compression table lookup, is independent of the number of activepacket streams. Hence, e�cient compression table lookup, where both parsing and table lookup areoptimized and carefully integrated, is the key to obtain an e�cient header compressor.3. Modelling the ProblemLet t; t0 etc. denote keys (compression state) stored in the table which we denote by T , and letq denote the query key (header to be compressed). The keys are modelled as bit arrays with bitindices starting from 0: Moreover, we will assume that the size jtj of a key t can be inferred at nocost. We denote by t[i] the i + 1st bit of t; t[i : : : j] denotes the sub-array of t formed by the bitst[i]; t[i+1]; : : : ; t[j� 1]; t[j]: Hence, t = t[0 : : :(jtj � 1)]: A pair of keys q and t are considered equalif and only if jqj = jtj and q[i] = t[i] for all i = 0; 1; : : : ; jtj � 1:We can now model the compression state lookup problem as follows: for a given query key q;determine if there is a key t stored in T such that q = t:Before trying to construct an e�cient representation of T in the theoretical model, we mustde�ne what we mean by e�cient. That is, we must try to identify some critical operations to obtainan optimization criteria.One approach is to use the number of key comparisons as optimization criteria. However, thekeys are far too large to �t into a machine word on a typical computer of today. This meansthat the time spent for comparing two keys can not be regarded as constant. Hence, counting keycomparisons is not likely to give a good estimate of the real costs.A better approach would be to count the number of bit comparisons or bit inspections sincethese are performed in constant time on any computer. However, the cost for comparing q[i] to t[i]is not cheaper than the cost of comparing q [jW : : : (j + 1)W � 1] to t [jW : : : (j + 1)W � 1] ; wherejW � i � (j + 1)W � 1 and W is the size of a machine word. Hence, an even better approach is tominimize the number of machine words inspected and compared and that is what we choose as ouroptimization criteria. 191



Figure 2: Unsuccessful search in a Patricia tree of size 6.4. Solving the Problem in the Theoretical ModelThe straightforward approach is to represent T by a move-to-front list (MTF list). Despite thelinear search involved, that solution works well in practice since, currently, header compression isused only over low-speed links and hence we can expect only a few (possibly only one) ow to beactive simultaneously. These will be found near the front end of the list so that only a few keycomparisons are required for the lookup. Moreover, since packet streams usually burst, it is likelythat consecutive packets arriving to the compressor are from the same ow. The table lookup isthen reduced to a single key comparison.By our optimization criteria, we want to minimize the number of machine word inspections andcomparisons. A data structure which allow us to perform the table lookup in time proportional tothe size of the query key should therefore be used. In Section 4.1 we describe such a data structure,the Patricia tree. A Patricia tree is likely to perform well if the lookup pattern is completely random.However, it does not take advantage of the high locality of accesses and will not perform as wellas a move-to-front list when only a few ows are active. To capture the best of both worlds, wederive, in Section 4.2, a new data structure called the move-to-root Patricia tree. It is based uponthe Patricia tree but slightly modi�ed to take advantage of the high locality of accesses in the samefashion as the MTF list.4.1. The Patricia TreeA Patricia tree, is a binary tree that treats query keys as bit arrays, and uses a bit index in eachinternal node to direct the branching [4]. Searching is accomplished by traversing the tree from theroot to a leaf. When visiting an internal node with bit index i; bit i of the query key is inspected todetermine whether to continue the search in the left (if the bit is 0) or right sub-tree. The traversalstops when arriving at a leaf. To determine if the query key is present in the table or not, the querykey is then compared to the key stored in that leaf. If the two keys are equal, the search is successful.In Figure 2 we give an example of an unsuccessful search for the query key 001111 in a Patriciatree containing six keys. Bits no. 0; 2; and 3 are inspected during the traversal, which ends at theleaf with key 011101: As the query and leaf keys are compared, a mismatch is detected in bit no. 1:With respect to the bit indices stored in the internal nodes, a Patricia tree is heap ordered. That192



Figure 3: Insertion of the query 001111 key in the Patricia tree of the previous example.is, any internal node, except the root, has a bit index greater than the bit index of its parent. Itfollows that all keys stored in a sub-tree rooted at a node with bit index i are identical up to, andincluding, bit i � 1:Insertion is accomplished by �rst performing an unsuccessful search, and recording the index iof the �rst mismatching bit in the comparison of the query and leaf key. Two new nodes are thencreated, a new internal node with index i and a leaf node for the query key. Depending on whetherthe ith bit of the query key is 0 or 1; the leaf is stored as the left or right sub-tree, respectively, ofthe internal node. By using the other sub-tree �eld as link �eld, the internal node is then inserteddirectly above the node with smallest bit index larger than i in the path traversed from the root tothe leaf.In Figure 3, we show the Patricia tree resulting from inserting the query key from the unsuccessfulsearch of the previous example (Figure 2). A new internal node with bit index 1 is created, andinserted between the nodes with bit indices 0 and 2; in the path traversed from the root.4.2. The Move-to-root Patricia TreeIn its original form, a Patricia tree is always traversed from the root to a leaf even if the samequery key is looked up repeatedly. The cost for the bit inspection carried out in each internal nodeis at least as high as the cost for a machine word inspection. In this particular case, a Patricia treewill perform much worse than a MTF list with respect to our optimization criteria. If we want toimprove the Patricia tree to accommodate for these kinds of bursts, we could simply keep track ofthe most recently looked up key and begin the search by comparing it to the query key. In fact, thisis basically the technique we use in the move-to-root Patricia tree (MTR Patricia tree), but we willuse it in a recursive way.A MTR Patricia tree is a Patricia tree where each internal node has an additional �eld thatcontains a reference (pointer) to the leaf, in the sub-tree below, containing the most recently lookedup (or inserted) key.To perform a lookup, we start by comparing the query key q to the key t stored in the leafreferenced from the root node. If q = t, we have performed a successful search without traversingthe tree at all. We can simply jump directly to the leaf referenced to retrieve the informationassociated with the key t: Otherwise (q 6= t) we �nd the index i of the �rst mismatching bit in the193



Figure 4: Searching a MTR Patricia tree of size 6 for the query key 010110.comparison, i.e., min i : q[0 : : :(i � 1)] = t[0 : : :(i � 1)] and q[i] 6= t[i]: We then traverse the treetowards the leaf where t is stored until we either reach a node with index i or, if no such nodeexists on the path, can conclude that q is not present. If we can �nd a node with index i along thepath, we move one step further down the tree from that node as directed by q[i]: By using the sametechnique, recursively, we then compare q to the next key t0 stored in the leaf referenced from thatnode. The comparison can start from bit i+ 1 since we know that q[0 : : : i] = t0[0 : : : i]:When a successful lookup is completed, the path from the current internal node towards theroot is updated by recording the reference to the leaf, where q is found, in each node visited. If thelookup is unsuccessful the query key can be inserted by using the same procedure as for the originalPatricia tree, followed by updating the path to the root by recording the reference to the new leafcreated.In Figure 4, we give an example of a successful search for query key 010110 in a MTR Patriciatree of size 6: Initially, the leaf pointer stored (in the middle �eld) of the root is followed to retrieveand test the query key against the leaf key 111000 stored in the rightmost leaf. Since a mismatchis encountered at bit 0; the bit index of the root is 0; and q[0] = 0; the search continues in theleft sub-tree of the root and a new attempt is made with the most recently looked up key 010101of that sub-tree. As the second test is performed, starting with the comparison of bit 1; the nextmismatching bit is found to be bit no. 4: The tree is then traversed further, by inspecting bits 2 and4 of the query key, before arriving at the matching leaf. After accessing the leaf, the leaf pointers,at each internal node on the path traversed, are updated. The resulting tree is shown in Figure 5.Since we can compare W bits in parallel and �nd the �rst mismatching bit between two wordsquickly, we can show that the number of machine word comparisons for performing lookup is atmost 194



Figure 5: The tree after the path from the accessed leaf 010110 to the root have been updated.jqjW + < height of the tree >both for ordinary and MTR Patricia trees. If the lookup pattern is bursty, the second term willbe reduced drastically when using a MTR Patricia tree.5. ExperimentsThe MTR Patricia tree data structure together with a customized parser have been implementedin the C programming panguage. We have successfully optimized the code to achieve the sameperformance as a MTF list when packets from the same packet stream arrives in bursts. Theprevious implementation of the header compression algorithm developed at Lulea University [1, 2, 3]used an MTF list for compression state lookup. It had to be slightly modi�ed to accommodateintegration of our MTR Patricia tree implementation. As a result, we have obtained a new headercompressor, using the MTR Patricia tree, that is currently part of our experimental version of theNetBSD Operating System Kernel.We have performed a series of experiments with the MTF list implementation and the MTRPatricia tree implementation. In each experiment, between 1000 and 2000 packets were sent whilemeasuring the lookup time spent for each packet. To obtain exact measurements, the time ismeasured in the number of CPU cycles3 elapsed during the lookup. The average, median, 10% and,90% percentiles of the lookup times from each experiment are presented in Tables 1 and 2.In Table 1 we show benchmarks obtained by running 1, 4, 16, and 64 TCP/IPv4 ows. As onecould expect, the lookup times for the MTR Patricia tree show less variation than for the MTF list;it is also slightly faster for 16 ows where the MTF list behaves better than expected. In order toexplain this behavior, we measured the average depth traversed into the list, when running 16 ows,and found it to be only 5.3.3On a 200 MHz processor a clock cycle is 5 ns. 195



No. ows MTR Patricia tree MTF listaverage 10% median 90% average 10% median 90%1 443 344 428 464 472 381 431 5684 717 361 486 1369 552 398 484 82416 917 347 741 1581 1082 408 576 192764 1182 422 1028 1897 2291 437 2148 3884Table 1: TCP/IPv4.No. ows MTR Patricia tree MTF listaverage 10% median 90% average 10% median 90%1 415 348 370 495 511 439 486 10552 853 713 768 1023 826 549 742 10554 1098 819 1012 1374 1132 866 1024 127116 1297 1075 1245 1545 2529 1925 2143 264164 1661 1335 1572 1999 7751 6430 6710 7755255 1820 1531 1783 2134 25237 24687 25419 27400Table 2: UDP/IPv4 Perfect round robin.Table 2 shows benchmarks obtained by running 1, 2, 4, 16, 64, and 255 UDP/IPv4 ows scheduledin a perfect Round Robin manner (bad for both implementations). The linear behavior of the MTFlist strategy is apparent in these �gures. Also observe how well the MTR Patricia algorithm scales.The high concentration around 1800 CPU cycles, for the MTF Patricia tree, indicates that we canexpect a search time of slightly less than 10 �s in when compressing for UDP/IPv4 packets.6. ConclusionsWe have given an e�cient implementation of the compression state lookup by using our newMTR Patricia tree. It has proven to be faster that the MTF list implementation if the number ofTCP/IPv4 ows is 16 or more and the number of UDP/IPv4 ows is more than 2 (Round Robin).The di�erence grows dramatically with an increasing number of ows, i.e. the MTR Patricia treelookup algorithm scales very well. In fact, the cost of less than 10 �s per lookup makes it possibleto perform header compression at links with over 100 Mbits per second of bandwidth (assuming anaverage packet size of 125 bytes).
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